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Taxation Assessing Institution is one of the modes of the Confirmation of Tax,
which is based on the direct data or indirect data. The other one mode is the Tax
Return Filing, and the Tax Return Filing is the main mode of the Confirmation of Tax.
But our existing Taxation Institution has not been mature and perfect yet, so the
definition of the Confirmation of Tax has not been recognized yet, and the
Confirmation of Tax still belongs to the Tax Collection. As a result, in theory, there is
a dispute about the definition of Taxation Assessing and in practice, there is no
specific legislation for the Taxation Assessing. For the purpose of modifying our
Taxation Institution, this thesis try to do the research on the Taxation Assessing both
from the theory and practice, also try to find out its insufficient and then give some
suggestions to perfect it.
In theory, this thesis is based on the theory of the relationship between tax debt,
pointing out that Taxation Assessing basically belongs to the administrative
affirmation, which determines the specific content of the taxpayers’ tax liability. It
should follow the general procedure of administrative enforcement and also have the
legal effect of the specific administrative action. Therefore, Taxation Assessing and
Tax Collection are actually two different types of conduct. It is more conducive to
improving the efficiency of tax to consider Taxation Assessing as the premise of
initiating Tax Collection procedures.
In practice, based on specific cases, this thesis will demonstrate many practical
problems concerning Taxation Assessing, such as a low level of legislation,
ambiguous specification and insufficient protection of the rights of taxpayers. For
these problems, based on the aforementioned combination of theoretical analysis, at
the same time learning from the United States and Japan's successful experience, this
thesis try to modify our existing tax collection framework, “the separation of













Taxation Assessing by modifying the relevant provisions of the Tax Administration
Law, to improve Taxation Assessing specification by the definite stipulation of the
subject of power, applicable situation, principle and applicable method and to
improve our current tax administrative review Institution to enhance the protection of
the interests of taxpayers .
The innovations in this thesis are: firstly, this thesis uses two ways to
differentiate Taxation Assessing from other definitions and attempts to change the
framework of the Tax Administration Law; secondly, this thesis try to complete and
perfect the Taxation Assessing Institution both from the substantive legislation and the
procedural legislation.
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